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Abstract. We present here an equivalence checking algorithm which operate> directly on a pair 
of strict deterministic vs. LL(k) grammars. It is also straightforwardly applicable to a pair of 
LL(k) grammars, though an LL(k) grammar is not necessarily strict deterministic. The Basic idea 
is from Korenjak and Hopcroft’s branching algorithm for simple deterministic grammars, but 
ours is so distinguished that it is throughout free from mixing the nonterminals of the respective 
grammars in question and then very simple. 
1. Introduction 
Considerable efforts have been devoted to developing algorithms for checking 
equivalence of as wide as possible subclasses of deterministic context-free languages. 
These algorithms may be classified into grammar oriented ones [lo, 23, 12, 81 and 
machine oriented ones [16, 20-22, 9, 17, 2, 13-15, 11, 3, 18, l?j, cf. [8]. We are 
here exclusively interested in algorithms of the former type. 
Korenjak and Hopcroft [lo] were the first to have devised a branching algorithm 
that can decide whether two simple deterministic grammars are equivalent or not, 
and subsequently, Wood [23] proposed some improvements on it. Recently, 
Olshansky and Pnueli [ 121 extended it to have an algorithm that can operate directly 
on two LL(k ) grammars for their equivalence check, cf. [ 161. Here, LU 1) grammars 
in Greibach normal form without e-rules coincide with simple deterministic gram- 
mars. On the other hand, Harrison, Have1 and Yehudai [S] extended the method 
in another way so as to present an exact algorithm for checking equivalence of two 
strict deterministic grammars, one of which is simple deterministic, cf. [5,9]. Note 
that the class of simple deterministic grammars is a proper subclass of the strict 
deterministic grammars. 
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Any of these algorithms is carried out by constructing step by step a rooted tree 
named comparison tree or transformation tree in which each node is labeled by an 
equ.ivalence equation for a pair of nonterminal strings. Then the crux of algorithms 
of this kind is how to avoid infinite proliferation of the tree in case the given 
grammars are equivalent. As a counterplan for it, the so called rype B replacement 
[IO] or its variants, i.e. splitting [ 121 or B-transformation [8] have been employed. 
These steps, however, may generate such nodes as are labeled by equivalence 
equations which contain strings of mixed nonterminals or artificially introduced 
symbols, and this complicates the algorithm. 
Instead of such steps, we adopt here another one named skipping that has been 
proposed in a new direct branching algorithm for checking equivalence of some 
classes of deterministic pushdown automata (Tomita [ 18]), to simplify and extend 
the previous algorithms. In this paper, we present a direct branching algorithm for 
checking equivalence of a pair of strict deterministic vs. LL(L) grammars, in which 
the nonterminals of the two grammars in question riced not be ‘mixed‘. This msy 
prove general applicability of our direct branching algorithm. 
The algorithm is so designed that it can also be applied to a pair of LL(k) 
grammars without any change, though an LL(K) grammar is not necessarily strict 
deterministic. An example of checking equivalence of two LL(k) grammars is given 
for reference in the Appendix. 
While the equivalence problems mentioned above have already been solved via 
corresponding deterministic pushdown automata [17, 14, 18; and 16 for two LL(k ) 
grammars], cf. [6, 201, our algorithm solves these problems directly operating on 
grammars and is simple. 
2. Definitions and notation [4,1J 
Definition 2.1. A corrtext-free grammar (CFG for short) is denoted by 
G = (IV, C, P, s ) 
where IV is the finite set of nontermr’nd~ {A, B, l l l }, S is the finite set of tcrmirrd~ 
{d. h, * . j, P is the finite set of productions as described below, and S EN is the 
sort .s_smbol. We denote strings in N* by CY, p, y. etc., strings in ,V* by 14, L’, IV, s, 
\ , 2, etc., an empty string in N* or ,V’ by E, and nonempty finite subsets of N* by 
P* I’, & etc. 
WC are .:n this paper only concerned with a CFG in Gwibach Normal Form (GNF 
for short 1 lxithout F -rules, i.e., every production in P is of : he form 
/-l-*ua with A EN, u ES, CY EN*. 
1 A production of the form A + F is called an F-rule.) 
hfinition 2.2. Let G = (A/ , z‘, P, S! be a CFG in GNF without F-rules. 
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(i) For ua and v@ with u E X*, v EC+, a E N’, @ E N”, we write 
ua 2 up 
if and only if there exists a production A + ay in P with A E N, a E 2, y E N* such 
that cy =Aa’, v =ua, and/? = ‘yar’. 
In case we have, for some m 2 1, that 
and call it a (leftmost) derivatiorz of 14ma,,, from uoao. Henceforth we omi! the 
adjective ‘leftmost’, since we are not concerned with derivations of the other types 
at all throughout this paper. 
If, in the above derivation, there exists Q ” E N* such that for exh 0 s i i nz, 
ai 
= ala” forsomea:EN*,wherta:#~ forOCsnz--1, 
then it may be written as 
kA@ 0 I a”) 2 u,,, (a i,, 1 a”) 
where I& z’* u IV”. Note that such a derivation is possible if and only if 
14 (Ia I, * U ,,,cy :,, G 
for some a% IV*. 
By convention, we let 
(ii) For p cN* (p #tk)) or G E iV* and c ES*, define 
cf. [8, Definition 2.2, p. 180]. 
Then, for UP and w with 14, w E Z* and I’ c ZV* (v f $4) or v E N*, we write 
if and onlb if IV = 14v for some 2’ E z’* and v E R*(p, P) or 17 E R”(p, 2:). Here, =3(; 
may be rey:laced by +G only in case v E C. 
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IT 
r( 
v= UP Ivj with @I E IV* and vi =@J\u, 
j-1 
where C; 1~ = {cy’;j &li) E p} is the left quotient of p by cu;, etc., and 
then the sbove derivation m$y be written as 
Either of --+<; and +; in (i) or (ii) maI* be simply written as --+ and +, respectively, 
if the grammar G involved is clear. 
Definition 2.3. For a string _I- (E - ‘?V*) and a nonnegative integer I, define 
s’ if 1x1 >I and s =.X’S” with I-Y’\ = I, 
_X if \,Y 1 s 1, 
where :sj denotes the kngth of s. When JT = s, we let “‘JY mean ‘k 
Definition 2.4. ([6]). Let G = (N, -, v P, S) be a CFG in GNF without c-rules and 
let 7 be a partition of the set .V u J’. Such a partition 7~ is called strict if 
ri, 2’ E TT and 
!ii) for any A,A’dV; (~2: a(), a, &EN*; if A+m,,cr, A’+m& are in P 
and ‘4 =A’(mod n), then either 
(a) both cy, cu’f F and “‘a --“‘~(n_~d n) or 
tb) CY=(Y’=C andA=A’. 
A CFG G = (,V, _, v P, S) in GNF without c-rules is called strict cietcwzirzisfic if 
thcrc exists a strict partition 7r of IV in L. 
Definition 2.5. ([ I]). ‘4 CFG G = t/V, _, r P, 9 in GNF without c-rules is called 
LLtk 1, for some fixed positive integer k. if whenever there are two derivations 
vv+grc I[, l’, [‘I E 2‘“; II, 1~’ E2: A E iV: a, p, p’ E IV* >;uch that tkj QC = %Y; then it 
follows that tr/J = tr’@‘, i.c., there is exactly one production which can be applied 
to .4. 
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While the definition of an LL(k) grammar is originally and often stated in a 
slightly different manner as Rosenkrantz and Stearn’s Definition 1 [16, p. 2271, 
we adopt the above one from Aho and Ullman [l, p. 3361, as in Olshansky and 
Pnueli [12], since we are concerned with only derivations of leftmost type, cf. [I, 
Exercise 5.1.13, p. 3611. 
Definition 2,6. Let G = (IV, C, P, S) be a CFG. For q EN* or q c N*, define 
The language generated by G = (N , C, P, S) is defined to be L(S), and this may 
also be written as L(G). 
Definition 2.7, Let G = (N, 6, P, S) be a CFG. For 77 EN* c. v c N* and a 
nonnegative integer k, define 
the set of all prefixes of length k of the terminal strings generated from q and all 
terminal strings of length less than k generated from 77. 
ThenforwES*k={~}u2.“~‘“‘*‘“~k,define 
Definition 2.8. Let Gi = (Ni, Yr, Pi, S,), i = 1,2, be two CFG’s. If L(G1) =L(G2), 
then the two CFG’s are called equioalent, and we write G1= G2. Otherwise, Cl $ Gz. 
Furthermore, for vi EN” or vi c NT. i = 1,2, and w EE*~~~*, if M*\L(~I) = 
rcM.(~), i.e., the set of terminal strings with prefix \t’ generated from q1 is equal 
to that generated from q2, then we write 
cf. [12, Definition 2.2, p. 3241. 
3. Basic properties 
Let a strict deterministic grammar G1 = (N 1, Z, PI, S1) with a strict partition v 
and an LL(k) grammar G2 = (N 2, C, &, S2) be a pair in question for which the 
equivalence is to be checked. 
We are only concerned with the case where L(Gi) f 0, i = 1,2, since emptiness 
is decidable for these grammars. Furthermore, Gi’s are assumed to be in GNF 
without E -rules and to be reduced, cf. [6, 16,4]. Here by wducedness the following 
is meant: If Si + uy for some u ti C* and y E N”, then Lly) # 0. This requirement 
for G, to be reduced is weaker than the conventional one, e.g. [4, p. 781, but it is 
enough in our case. 
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Now we consider 
Z*k ’ such that 
SF2 l{P 
where p = R’(SI, u) n 
S2,uP 
the following pair of derivations for some u E Z* and w E 
GENkWI(,w) #8, and 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
where p = R*(S2, u) n GENk-I(w) f 8. 
Since G2 is LL(R ) in GNF, R *(&, u ) n GENk -I( w ) ( # 0) contains exactly one 
string in MF. Then we shall henceforth write R *(&, u) n GENk _ &v) for this unique 
element, hence p = R*(&, u)nGENk--Jw)EN~. Also, if R*(S,, u)n 
GENk 1(~‘) = {CY} (singleton), then we may let p = R*(S,, rr) nGENk_ ,(w) =a E 
;yT_ 
Remark 3.1. It necessarily holds that if G1 = Gz then 
= p -wP. (3.3) 
Let us first summarize some basic properties of the strict deterministic grammar 
ci, which are relevant to our consideration. The reader is advised to refer to 
Harrison et al. [6, 7, 81 for further details. 
To begin with, the following lemma is straightforwardly obtained from Definition 
2.4 by induction on thr: number of derivation steps. 
Lemma 3.1. (Harrison et al. [6, Lemma 2.2, p. 2461). Comider the strict detertttit~istic 
~rattl mm G I with the strict partition TT. Than for my A, A ’ E N 1; II E 2 *: a, a ’ E 2 *N 7, 
if A 3 m, A’ 3 d atzd A = A’ (mod n), thm eitCwr 
!a) hozll (Y, CY’ #F and “‘CY = %!(mod OTT) or
I~H IY =CY’=F cttdA =A’. 
Remark 3.2. Let, in Lemma 3.1, -4 =A’ =S1, the start symbol of Gl. Then, in 
c’;isc’ p * F (and p #C)i in (3.11, it car bc written as 
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Then, 
(i) there exists exactly one Ai ( 1 5 I c p ) such that 
(ii) For any Ai (16 i s p), 
and 
Ai ~x(Y’ with no CX’E N;, 
Ai ZX’ with no proper prefix x’ of x (x = x ‘x”, x” E 2 +). 
Proof. (i) From the assumption, we have A, +x for some I (1 s I sp). Suppose 
moreover that A 1’ +x (1 c 1’~ p). But the fact that A l’ = Ai(mod 7~) implies A I’ = A, 
due to Lemma 3.1. 
(ii) Then, by Lemma 3.1, Al +.Y(Y’ with no a’~ NT and AI 3x’ with no proper 
prefix s’ of s. In addition, Ai =A[(mod 7~) for any Ai. Hence, the desired resuits 
are given by Lemma 3.1. Cl 
Proposition 3.1. Tlw necessary and sufficient conditions for Gl= G: to hold are as 
f 11 0 OH’S : 
(0) FIRSTk I(S1) =L FIRSTk &), and 
(1) If there is a dL>riuation of the form (3.1), then tlwe is oue of the form (3.2, and 
n*\FIRSTk (p ) = w\FIRST~ (0 ). 
Proof. It is clear from Remark 3.1 that G1 = G1 implies (0) and ( l), since both G1 
and G;! are assumed to be reduced. 
To prove the reverse direction, assume that (0) and (1) hold true. Firstly, let 
II E L(G1) with derivation (3.1), where R*(&, u) = {e) due to Lemma 3.2 and w = F, 
and hence ,X = {F}. Then there is a derivation of the form (3.2) and F\FIRST~(P) = 
P \FIRST~({F}) = {P ‘). Thus we should have /3 = E, since Gz has no E -rule. This 
implies that UEL(G~). Hence, L(G,) c_ L(G2). Secondly, we prove that (0) and (1) 
imply the following statement: 
(2) If there is a derivation of the form (3.21, then there is one of the form (3.1 J, and 
w\FIRST,&) = \Y\FIRST&). 
Proof of (2) under (0) and (1). The proof is by induction on the length of u in 
statement (2). The basis where 1~1 s k - 1 is obvious from (0) and (1). Subsequently, 
assume that (2) is true for any u E C*‘l and w E X”k ’ (n 2 k - 1). Suppose, for some 
t’Ee P+’ and _Y EE*~-~, that 
S2 2 cy where y =I?“‘(&, v)nGENk_l(x)ENf. 
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Here, if we let u = ua with ck E .G, ck-‘ru~ = w, and 
then u EE’I, w ECUS -I, and 13 =R*(&, u)c-&EN~-~(w)EN;. 
Now by the induction hypothesis, we have 
where I_C =R*(&, u)nGENk-&v)#8, and 
w \FIRST:(p > = w \FIRSTk <p ), with w = ‘k-?x~. 
Hence, 
ax- EFIRSTk(p). 
Therefore, we have 
CL -- av Gl 
where v =R*(~,a)n(jENk-l(x)#B, 
and then 
Moreover, from the latter part of the premise (l), it is assured that 
x\FIRSTk(v) = s\FIRST&L 
‘T’hus the proof cf the statement (2) is complete. 
Now it is similarly proved as above that (2) implies L(G) c L(GI). Then we 
conclude that GI = 62 holds under (0) and (1). El 
Prior to presenting the second proposition which is the kej for finite termination 
of our equivalence checking algorithm, some additional definitiorrs are picked up 
from Rosenkrantz et al. [16, p. ~181. 
Definition 3.1. (i) For y E NT u NT, define r(y), the thickrwss of y, as the length 
of the shortest terminal string that can be generated from y, i.e., 
T(Y) = Min{/s$ t: Liyl). 
Then for G1. define 
iii! For 77 E NT UN! or q 5 NT and w ES*” ‘, if some string with prefix w 
~:m be gt:nerated from q, define T,J~) as the length of the shortest such or!e, ix., 
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(iii) For Gi, i = 1,2, define ti as the maximal thickness of the right sides of 
productions in F’i, i.e., 
f i = 1 +Max{r(a)lA +aa is in Pi}. 
Then define 
f = Max{tl, t2,2}. 
Remark 3.3 (Rosenkrantz et al. [16, Lemma 8; p. 2481). Since Gi, i = I,?, are in 
GNF, we have for y E IV” that 
T(Y)&7,(Y)~T(Y)+(WI(fi - 1). 
Proposition 3.2. For the pair of the strict deterministic grammar G 1 and the LL( k ) 
grammar G,, there exists a constant Ji! 0 2 1 with the following property : 
Assume that /A = ,,, /3 (3.3) holds with p expressed by (3.41, und that 
ox 
and 
f or some xz E L’ such that w = ” _ “.Yz, C;il c NT, atzd y E NT. 
Then thr second derivation can be rewritten as 
w[P”, 2x-CY’IP”) 
with p’ = @‘p, p = @‘fit’, y = y’p”. That is, the second derivation is only dependent 
on some finite prefix /3’ of p, and then the succeeding sufix p” has no effect on it. 
Proof. Let&?=;1-‘2(k-l)(t-1). 
Assume for some proper prefix X’ of x f F (x = x’x”, x” -f F ) that 
with 
\,” = ik-1’~“z E FIRSTk&Iz). 
It then suffices to show that IpI1 4? in any case. 
In case l/3 II c k - 1, we trivially h;l~r; that I&[ < 9 since k - 1 < 3. We are then 
concerned with the case where I/I~/ > k - 1, hence 1.~~1 z k - 1 is implied since Gz is 
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in GNF without e-rules. Now (3.3) implies that 
7,*(p) = L(P) = 431P2)~ 
We are here in the case where Ifi 1 I> k - 1 and Iw 1 s k - 1, then 7,,, (0 &) = 
T,#~) + T(&) since G2 is in GNF without E-rules, Thus 
/PI] c 7,(/31) (by e-freedom of G2) 
= 7&hP2~-T(P2) 
= 7,(p ) - T(P2). 
Let 
PI= R*(p, x’) n GENk . 1(~~~‘), 
and we have 
p’ =H” pz. 
Pick out here an (Y;) E p’ such that ~,.(c-&) = q,+‘). Then 
TJCYI, 1 = 7,&d) = T,,.@2) 
-G T(&) + (k - l)(rz - 1) (see Remark 3.3). 
Pick out also an AC& p (A E NI, a”~ NT ) such that 
(Ajcu”) ~x’~ci~~/a”) 
with cu,‘, = C&CY”, & f F, see Lemma 3.2tii). Then, 
T,, (p ) 5 T,,.(~x”). 
Furthermore, A =+.t-‘&~ = WY’“& for some S”‘E S* since Is’~ >k - 1, and L(&J $0 
since C;z is reduced. Hence, T,, \A 1 is defined and 
T\\ (Ad’) 5 r,.(A) + T(a”) 
--: T(A) + (k - )([I - I: + T(d) 
.__ _ 
’ I -k(k - i,(li - l)+r(Ck”). 
Since ,i,, f F and G1 hz no F-rule, 
r&‘) C,‘T(&,Ck”) = T(O’(,) 
-rhcrcf’ore. combining the above equations gives that 
,fl*;‘:r,+(k -- l)(f, - l)+(k --I)&- 1) 
*. T,+z(k - l)(f -_ l,=;& s 
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Lemma 3.3, When p =,,, /3 (3.3) holds, we have that 
IPI 6 71 . Length(p) + (k - I)(tl - I), 
where 
Length(g) = Max{la 11~ E p}, 
Proof. Pick out an cvoc p such that T&X(~) = r,&). Then, 
lpl s 7,(P) = ~,,bo) 
s 7((Y()) + (k - l)(t1- 1) 
ST1 +Y(-)l+(k-l)(rl-l) 
C 71 9 Length(&+(k - l)(tt- 1). 0 
4. The equivalence checking algorithm 
We begin by checking whether condition (0) FIRST&S1)=FIRSTk &) of 
Proposition 3.1 holds or not. If it fails, th%vn we immediately conclude that ‘G 1 + Gz’. 
Otherwise, i.e. FIRST,&&) = FIRST4 __&) ={h~~~~, 1~~2, l l l , M’~,,~~, then the 
equation G1= Gz or S1 =Sz which should be checked here is now equivalently 
rewritten as the following set of equation .*: 
The checking whether all of these equations hold or not is carried out by developing 
step by step a forest consisting of a set of m comparison trees. 
At the initial stage, the comparison tree contains only the root labeled S, = ,+.(), S2
for each \V()~ E FIRSTk ,(S,) = FIRSTk _ 1(S2). 
Now assume that we are in some stage where we have gotten both the derivations 
51 =+rrp (3.1) and Sz *up (3.2) with w EFIRST~ I(p)nFIRSTk -l(p) for some 
II and \t*, and that a node labeled EA. =,%, /3 (~3.3) has been contained in some 
comparison tree. As it will become clear in the sequel, each node in the comparison 
trees is labeled by such an equation as above. In addition, each edge in the trees 
i, labeled by a terminal string of finite length. 
Suppose then that we are to check the node labeled g =rr; p (3.3), see Remark 3.1. 
Here, in case p = f, p = f, and hence w = E’, the equation E fF .F trivialiy holds. 
Then, no further step is applied to the node labeled E sF E. Also, if another internal 
node with the same label Al, sw p has already appeared elsewhere in the trees, then 
no further step is applied to the node in question. 
HenceEorth, we are concerned with the other cases than the above. 
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4.1. Branching 
Lemma 4.1. If p sW p (3.3) (with either p # E or p f F ) holds, then both the following 
properties (i) and (ii) hold: 
(i) w\FIRST&) = w\FIRST@) (hence, p f P and p #e). 
(ii) Let 
\t’ h (w\FIRSTk(p)) = u’ l (tv\FIRSTk(P)) 
and for each al-xi, 1 s i s II, let 
p, = R*fp, a,) n GENk I~s, ) 
al = R”(& a,)nGENk It-q) (E N*:) 2 l 
Proof. 1 i) is :;iven by Proposition 3.1, and (ii) is given by Remark 3.1. LZ 
It can be also easily proved that these (i) and (ii) are the sufficient conditions for 
A35 to hold. 
The checking whether the above property \i) holds or not is named brtrrzch 
dwckirlg to the node Llbeied (3.3) in question. If it does not hold, (3.3) does not 
hold and neither does :he equation S1 = &. Then, conclude that l G, $ Gz’. When 
it is veriified to hold, the branch checking is said to be srtccmfrrl. Then we expand 
the node in question by addin: +n it II sons labeled ,u; = ,, &. i = 1.2, l l l , II. In 
addition, let the new edges connecting it and these sons be labeled (I,, i = 1, 2, l * 9 , II, 
in the same order as above. The step of developing the comparison tree in this 
way is named htrrtd~irzg to the node in question. The node to which branching has 
hcen applied is called the brarrchrl~ node. 
The branching steps operate on newly generated nodes of the comparison trees 
step bv step. Here, each node which has just been newly a’dded to the comparison 
Irces is said to be in unclzccked status, and it turns to be in clwckctl status when 
branching has been applied to it. Resides, in order to prevent the trees from groN ins 
infinitely large, certain nodes are not expanded ‘fully’ as above but are expanded 
‘in limited ways’ by other steps of skQ_@ng which will be given in the next section. 
As a preparation for describing a step of skipping, let us first introduce some 
rlcjtation concerning derivation paths in the comparison trees. 
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Now let the set of the comparison trees which have just been constructed up to 
a certain stage be denoted by T(GI : Gz). Here, it is assumed that the father-son 
relations in the trees may have been realized not only by branching in Section 4.1 
but also by skipping which will be described hereafter. No other step is ever used 
to realize any father-son relation in the comparison trees. The reader, however, 
may suppose for a while that the trees have been developed by successive application 
of only branching steps until he reaches to Remark 4#.2 which will appear after the 
presentation of skipping. 
Definition 4.1. (i) Let I_L l = ,,‘, p 1 and pZ = W2 /32 be labels of two nodes in T(G1 : Gz) 
which are connected by an edge labeled x such that 
Ml= tk- 1) XM’2, 
pl espy with ~2 = R*(pl,s)n tiCY:. ,( ~4, 
arid 
61 ~A-& with & =R*(&r)nGENk &v~). 
(When the father-son relation is realized by branching, x EC; and when by skipping, 
s E Ef.) Then we write 
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with cyil E Nf, p: EN;, for i = 1,2, l 9 l , m, then we write 
T(GI:GL) 
or simply 
ivhere P,,,,~ 1 = U r ,,I ‘ I j -z 1 am t l.jPm +l.j9 P n1 +- 1 = p:,1 +lPK 
Such a t;equence of father-son relations as above is named a deri~atimt pclth in 
T(Gl : Gz). 
Now consider again the node labeled ,U = ,,, p (3.3) (g f F, (3 f F 1 with (3.4), and 
rewrite the equation as 
(4.1) 
f;jr SWTI~ factorization /3 = 0’0” with p’ E iVi. Then assume a case where the trees 
contain another node labeled 
(4.3) 
FIRST,, Ic/Y’r = FIRSTk &cl,). (3.4) 
It is assumed here that the node labeled (4.2) has been given in the same way as 
that labeM (4.1) is given, and that it has already been expanded by branching. 
i.e. it is a htrrrdzing node. Then, consider that we have a derivation path of the form 
(4.5) 
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Lemma 4.2. If the above derivation path (4.5) can be rewritten as 
143 
with T = y’o2, then the following hold: 
(i) For (4.1), we have that 
and 
W’IP”) ~XWIP”) with z E FIRSTk ._, ( y ‘p”). 
_ 
(ii) For an arbitrary proper prefix x’ of x = s’x” (x, x” # F) and 1s’ = rk ?x”z, kt 
1)‘~ R* ‘icl Ag(i, x’ 
l 
nGENk -I(w’), 
artd 
p’= R*tp,x'hGENk l(~~*'). 
Theu 
iv’\FiRSTk (v') = ~~P'\FIRST~(&_I~) 
jrv’\FIRSTk (@ ‘) = w’\FIRSTI, (@“)- 
Proof. (i) The two derivations are directly given by (4.6) with (4.3) and (4.4). 
(ii) The derivation path (4.6) implies that p # F. Then, by (4.4), FIRST&&) = 
FIRST&?“). Also, (4.3) and Lemma 3.2(ii) give that FIRSTk (1”) = FIRST&‘). 
f-fence the result. !Zl 
This lemma means that if a11 the branch checkings along the derivation path (4.6) 
have been successful then so will be all but the end of the branch checkings along 
s starting from the node labeled (4. l), hence the latter checkings can lx skipped. 
The only node left to be checked is that labeled 
at the end, where such an equation is to hold if Gl= G2 holds. 
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Remark 4.1. Note that Length(&) d Length(p) - 1, see Lemma 3.3 for Length(p). 
Prior to giving precise definitions concerned with skipping, one more preliminary 
notatiori is defined. 
Definition 4.2. For two derivations p a(;? my and p ac;, xy, where p, y E NT, 
“Y(), X E c + , we write 
ip +xaYl s IP ?XYl 
ciz 
if and only if 
Min{ lp 
c-z M n{@@ TX’@ Tsy, x =.Y’x”, .&CC). 
Definilion 4.3. (i) Applicability of skipping. Consider the node labeled (4.1) and 
assume that we can find a harzching node labeled (4.2) with both conditions (4.3) 
and (4.4) being satisfied. Her: if every derivation path of the form (4.5) for any 
X, z E z”, I (15 1 sp) can be rewritten as (4.6) in T(GI : Gz), then we say that 
skipping to the node labeled (4.1) with respect to the node labeled (4.2) is applicable 
in T(G, : G?). (See Remark 4.4 below.) 
(ii) A skipping-end. A skipping-cd from the node labeled (4.1) in question with 
respect to the hrarzching node labeled (4.2) in T(GI : GJ is defined to be a node 
iabcled by each equation in 
(iii j An cdgc-label. For a skipping-2nd labeled ,& = L ~‘(3” from the node labeled 
i 4.1) in question, an t’&e-l&cl biftween them in T(G I : Gz) is defined to be a 
shortest input string so such that 
with :hc following propmy: For any .Y E z’* such that 
When skipping is applicable to the node in question with respect to some 
hrmrc*h,g node in 7% 1 : CT?), we expand it by adding all its skipping-ends to it as 
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its sons, with the new edges connecting them labeled by edge-labels defined above. 
The step of developing the comparison tree in th+ way is named skipping to the 
node in question. We introduce b.ere a skipping status in which a node fur!;’ *i;; be 
when skipping has been applied tb it. 
Remark 4.2. If we let the set bf the comparison trees after the skipping step to 
the node labeled (4.1) be denoted by T’(G1: Gl), then we have 
for any derivation path as (4.6) with x0 being the edge-label, see Definition 4.1(i). 
Remark 4.3. The condition f.4.3) is satisfied so long as 
The condition (4.4) is satisfied so long as ” -‘)p” = (’ “CO’. Furthermr;re, when (4.2) 
holds, any derivation path of the form (4Sj can necessarily be rewritten as (4.6) 
so long as p’ = ‘Ssp’p’~2 where 9 is the constant given in Proposition 3.2. 
Remark 4.4. In the second sentence of Definition 4.3(i), the existence of a deriva- 
tion path of the form (4.5) is not necessarily required. If none exists, the condition 
is trivially satisfied. In such a case, however, the application of the skipping to the 
node in question yields no skipping-end. 
For a node in question in a certain set of finite comparison trees, the process of 
checking whether skipping to it is applicable or not can be clearly completed in a 
finite number of steps. And so can be the process to get all its skipping-ends and 
edge-labels between them. But we should note here that all of these results for a 
certain node are dependent on the set of the comparison trees and may vary as 
the trees grow. Therefore, nodes in skipping status should be visited over and over 
again. When skipping to a node in skipping status has turned to be not applicable 
at some later stage, branching is applied to it after deleting all its descendants. To 
a node in skippirlg status to which skipping keeps applicable, a skipping step is 
applied again, and if additional skipping-ends are found then they are added as 
new sons. Besides, the edges between the skipping node and its sons are relabeled, 
if necessary, so that the latest labeling should satis:y the conditions of Definition 
4.3(iiiL Then the skippirrg node turns to be in newly defined s-checked status when 
all its possible skipping-ends are supposed to have been contained in the tree, with 
the edge-labels between them kept unchanged. (For the s-churkd status, see the 
algorithm in Section 4.3, where it is rigorously defixd.) 
Continue the process in this way as far as possible while no branch checking 
failure is encountered. If we reach a stage where the set of the comparison trees 
hitherto having been constructed are subject to no more change, then we conclude 
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that ‘GI = G2’, On the way, the next node to be visited is chosen as the ‘smallest’ 
of the unchecked and skipping nodes, where the size of a node labeled JL =W p is 
the pair (Max(Length( p ), (p I}, Min{Length( p ), (p I}), under lexicographic ordering. 
Now the exact algorithm is summarized in the next section. 
4.3. TIze algorithm 
In what follows, each node which has just been newly added to the comparison 
trees by initialization, branching, or skipping is in unchecked status. 
[Initialization] 
if FIRSTk _I($) = FIRSTk-I($) 
then let the comparison tree consist of only a root labeled S1 =,,,,, S2 for eacel 
w() E FIRSTk -,(&) 
else conclude that ‘Gl + G2’; halt 
fi 
while the set of the comparison trees contains an unchecked or a skipping node 
do let P be the smallest such node, and suppose it is labeled Al. =,,, 6 
[No expansion] 
if p = /3 := F and w = E, or p =,%- p appears as the label of another internal node 
then turn P to checked 
[Skipping, Re -skipping] 
else if p = uf:, Aip, and p = p’p” for some /3’ E IV; as in (4. l), and skipping 
is applicable to P with respect to some hrartcking node labeled 
Id:._ I A,& = ,,. p’w-, (4.2) with the longest possible /3’ with conditions 
(4.3) and (4.4’1 being satisfied 
then apply the skipping IO P 
if a change has occurred by the above skipping 
then let P to skipping ; 
[Rack] turn all s-checked nodes to skipping 
else [no c.lange has occurred] 
turn P to s-checked 
fi 
i f3rmching] else if branch checking is successful for P 
then apply the branching to Y after deleting all 
i !?ack] 
else 
fi 
its descendants if any; ‘turn P to C~WC~LQJ; 
turn all s-checked nodes 10 skippirzg 
[branch checking fails] 
cmcludc that ‘G 1 + CL’; halt 
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5. Termination and correctness of the algorithm 
Lemma 5.1. In case the given grammars GI and G2 are equivalent (i.e., G1 = G2 
truly holds ), every node label CL =,,, p in the set of the comparison trees satisfies that 
Length(p) G 9” and jpI s 9”’ f or some constants 9’ and 9” which depend on only 
G1 and Gz. Then, the algorithm halts in a finite number of steps with the correct 
conclusion that ‘Gl= Gz’. 
Proof. Let 
PI = Max{la 1 IA +acr withAEN1,aEZ,aENT isinfl}, 
Y=(2 flN,I+lP -1 -l)~{(~N2~+l)~dck-1-l}*(J~~+l~k-*+l, 
9’ = Max((C& - l)Y, I), 
9” =qY’+(k -l)(tl- l), see Definition 3.1. 
Here, for a set IV, 11~1 denotes the cardinafity of N, and %! is the constant given in 
Proposition 3.2. 
The case where 9 1 5 1 is trivial, therefore, we shall consider only the case where 
9,>1. 
Now suppose for the sake of contradiction that a node labeled p ,,1 + 1 = ,,.,,, , p,,, + 1 
with Length(p,,, + 1 )>Y” could be contained in the set of the comparison trees T 
such that 
-+hl+, TV,,,,, &,+A 
Then let i, = 1, and pick out as many indices ii’s, j -2 2, as possible from 
{2,3, - ’ ’ ( WI } such that 
(1) Length(pi, ,) + 1 s LengtQ.,, ), 
(2) Length(p,,) < Length(p ,I ) for any i’, ii < i’ =: m + 1. 
Here, every internal node labeled pi, = \2’,, pij (1~ i, = nl) as above is a bmrzclzing 
node, since otherwise, i.e. if it had been applied skipping, then Length(pi, + 1) 5~ 
Length(pi,) - 1 (see Remark 4.1) violating condition (2). Now, by definition of ,‘I, 
Length(pi,) s Length(pi, I) + (,?‘I- 1). 
Therefore, the sequence of such indices i,‘s picked out above could be 
1=i6iz<i3<--<in witha>Y, 
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since Length(p,,l+I ) > 9” = (PI - 1)9’ is assumed. Then, the set of indices 
{i,, i;!t i3, l l l , i,,} conrains such g and h (g .: h) that skipping to the node labeled 
@FLh =.,+‘,, pII with respect to the branching node labeled pR = wR & is kept applicable 
at any following stage, see Remark 4.3. Hence the node labeled ph =,+,,, PI, should 
have been applied skipping. This is a contradiction. 
Thus we must have Length(p,.+l) ~7’. Furthermore, I&+rl CY” is given by 
Lemma 3.3. Then the finite termination of the algorithm has been proved. 
Here by Proposition 3.1(O), FIRST,&&) = FIRSTk_l(&) (cf. [Initialization]). 
Moreover, every node label p =,,, p in the trees is given by the concurrent deriva- 
tions of the form (3.1) and (3.2) for some u EX* and w E X*k-‘. Hence by the 
latter part of Proposition 3.1(l), no branch checking failure ever occurs (cf. [Branch- 
ing]). Then the conclusion is ‘Gl= GZ’ (The last step). ‘Cl 
Lemma 5.2. Ifr case the given grammars Gi and G2 are illequivalent (i.e., Gl# Gz), 
the algorithm haIts in a finite nutnher of steps with tt?e correct corlclrtsion that 
l G , $ G2’. 
Proof. In case FIRSTk _ &) # FIRSTk _ &Sz), the lemma is obvious (jlnitializ- 
ationj). Then we are henceforth concerned with the other case. 
Suppose for the sake of contradiction that no branch checking failure would ever 
occur at any stage. Here, let T( G1: c;‘z) denote the set of the comparison trees 
which have been developed as far as possible, where it is finite if the algorithm has 
halted with the conclusion that ‘G, = Gz’, otherwise infinite with no conclusion. 
Then it should follow that we have the next Claim E,, for any positive integer II. 
Claim E,,. For every hranrhing node labeled EL -,,. p (3.3) in TiG1 : G,) with ,U 
cxprcsscd by 
the following (i) and (ii) hold : 
ii I ‘tb’c have 
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with z E FIRST&y) for some y E Ng, and moreover 
with v = & for some x0 E L(A,) such that 
(cf. Definition 4.2). 
(ii) Let 
WI= (k 1, CZ, 
p'==R*(II)Sl)nGENk .,(w'), 
p as'paxy. 
c;2 G- 
Then 
\t9 ‘\FIRSTk (p ‘) = u’ “,t%tSTk (6). 
Proof of Claim IEn. The proof is by induction on 12. The basis, II = 1, is obvious. 
Then we assume that lE1, IEZ, . . . , IE., arc true for sonze II (21) and shall prove that 
F ,, + 1 also holds. 
Let a hrarzchh,q node labeled p. = *,,,, PO with 
where Aoi E N1, Aoi, #Aoi,, Aoi, =AAo z (mod ST) for il Z iz, and p()i = At~i\~~~ be in 
T(GI : G2). Then suppose for some o E Yri, Q)E S*k -I, with wo = ” *‘LQ that 
where 
Here WC assume that 
tk 1, 
c = CIX)’ with a E S, 
tk 1) 
xyzo = M’, YZ() = z, 
cc0 - 
Gl 
ap withCL=IfjAiCLi=R*(Clo,~jnGENk-I(w), 
1 -2 1 
and 
15.1) 
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(1) Firstly, we obviously have that 
PO ci_ --+ ap with w E FIRST:,._@) for some p E Nf, . 
(2) Secondly, we have the internal node labeled p = IV 6 in T(G 1: Gz), since 
p # F and the trees have been developed as far as possible. 
(a) In case it is a brunching node: As direct consequences of th,e induction 
hypothesis, we have that properties (i) and (ii) of lE,*r (IZ’ = IAT 1 s 12) hold foi* $1). 
(b) In case it has been applied Jkippin g: We can find a brmching node labeled 
!J;zI A& = w plwl (4.2) with respect to which skipping to tha2 node in question has 
been applied in T(,GI : GZ) with both conditions (4.3) and (4.4) being satisfied, 
where /3’~ N; is the longest possible prefix of p. Now we have from (5.1 j and 
(4.3) that 
Then by the induction hypothesis, 
P’WZ =.‘y with z E FIRSTk ,(jV for some 7 E NT, (5.2, 
and 
for some s1 E L(Ar) such that 
Since it is assumed that the skippin;: to the node labeled p =,, p with respect to 
the hznrhirzg node labeled (4.2) ha!; been successfully applied and T(CI : (72) hs 
r, l.cc~ deveioped as far as possible, wt.: have 
wtwre 7 = y’~, and moreover 
(5.4) 
0.5) 
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with (v=&, =prnGENk-&) for soIme x&5* such that 
Now, (5.4) implies p’ -Gz xl?‘, and hence p’ a(;2 xy’ by (5.3). Therefore, we 
have 
p ;:’ sy where /3 = p’p”, y = y’p”, 
. 
and 
z EFIRST~ m,(y) 
from (5.2) together with (4.4). 
As to (5.5), combining (5.6) and (5.3) assures that 
Hence, property (i) of IE,,, has also been proved for (5.1). 
In addition, property (ii) of IE,,’ for x =x)x” can also be proved by Lemma 4.2(ii) 
combined with the induction hypothesis for the branching node labeled (4.2). 
(3) Finally, if y = P (10 = I) then !!,,+I for u = ax hx been proved. Otherwise, 
by continuing in the same way for the node v == y (Y = pl‘\ to which branching or 
skipping has been applied, the whole of lE,*+l can also be pro-ied. 
Therefore, Claim IE,, has been induced for any n. (The tnd of proof of Claim iE,,.) 
Furthermore, in IE, (i), if v = P then y ~~ __= F and vice versa since we have encountered 
no branch checking failure. 
Consider the special case where I_C sH. p coincides with S, =-,“,, Sz in IEl, IEZ, * l l , !I, 
for each W!,E FIRSTk . I($), then we are guaranteed to have properties (0) and (1) 
of Proposition 3.1. Thus, G1 = Gz should hold. This contradicts the assumption 
that G1 and Gz are inequivalent. Therefore, a branch checking failure does occur 
at some stage, concluding that ‘G I # Gz’. Cl 
Now, combining Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 gives the following guarantee. 
Theorem. For the strict deterministic gramrnnr G1 and t/le LL( k ) grammar Gz given 
in Section 3, the algorithm in Section 4.3 decides correctly whether they are equivalent 
or not in (2 finite number of steps. 
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Appendix. The equivalence checking of two LL(R) grammars 
While an LL(k) grammar is not necessarily strict deterministic, our algorithm 
can also be straightforwardly applied to a pair of LL(R) grammars G1 and G2 in 
GNF without P -rules. 
In case G1 is LL(k), instead of Remark 3.2 where G1 is strict deterministic, it 
holds that t_c = R*(&, U) nGENk &v)(#@ in (3.1) contains exactly one string in 
NT. Then, instead of Lemma 3.2 on which Proposition 3.2, a derivation path of 
the form (4.5) and consequently Lemma 4.2 and Remark 4.1 depend, we have 
trivially the following Lemma. 
Lemma A. Lc*t G1 be LL(k), p = R*(SI, I&> GEN~_.&v) =a = Aa'k IV; with 
A E N1, and assume that 
(A[n"l ~x(~j(y)I) with z E FIRSTk_ &x”) 
(Al&') ~.x'(a'~d') with 'k ?v"z E FIRSTk ,(cyW), 
Thus in this case, Proposition 3.2 also holds with the s3me constant 9 = 
T] + 2(k - 1 )tt - I), cf. Rosenkrantz et al. [ 16, Theorem 8, p. 2481. Furthermore, 
if we let Uf’. 1 A,[, = Awl E N; with A E N1 in (4.5), then we have that R*(Aol, x 1 n 
GENk I(t ) contains exactly one element ol, consequently we may let & = o 1. Also, 
Lemma 4.2 holds. Then the same prcperty as Remark 4.1 holds with @l= cy” for 
p =Aa’kN;. 
Therefore, it is clear that the algorithm also applies when GI is LL(C;) rather 
than strict deterministic. 
Example. Let us apply OUT algorithm to the following two LLQ) grammars: 
G =(!%,z‘,P,,s,t N, ={&, B,D), c =(a,b), 
-1 hose arc the same as Olshansky et al.% Example B [ 12, p. 3351, except that 
thc~r tcrmina[s ( and I are replaced by cl and 0 here, respectively. Note that GI is 
not \t rict tkterministic. 
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Our algorithm yields the comparison tree T(GI : G2) shown in Fig. 1, where each 
edge that has been realized by skipping is doubled. For each node that has been 
participated in a skipping step, the factorization of the nonterminal strings in the 
node label is clarified by using explicit concatenation marks (i.e., dots). 
Fig. 1. The comparison tree T(G, : Gz). 
To node B l L3D =hX l XX, skipping with respect to node B . D q, X l X has 
been applicable with both the conditions 
FIRSTI = FIRSTI(D)(= (a, 6)) corresponding to (4.3), 
and 
FIRSTI = FIRSTI corresponding to (4.4) 
being satisfied. 
To node B 9 BD = a SZX l XX, skipping with respect to node B l D cu SZX l X 
has been applicable with both the same conditions as above being satisfied. 
Finally, we can find no other new skipping-ends than in Fig. 1 from either node 
BeBD=t,X*XXornodeB-BD=, &X . XX, then we terminate the algorithm 
and conclude that ‘(7, = Gz’. 
The reader may understand through this example that our algorithm for two 
LL(k j grammars is much simpler than the previous ones [M, 121. 
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